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SAFE SLOT TRENCHING 
AT A UTILITY PROVIDER’S 
ELECTRICAL SUBSTATION

CASE STUDY 1:
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A major utility site in Zionsville, Pennsylvania, 

was in the process of upgrading its underground 

infrastructure grid and perimeter security. As 

part of this effort, safe excavation work was 

required in a live electrical substation. Merut 

Construction was subcontracted to perform 

hydrovac excavation as a safe method of 

digging.

THE 
BACKGROUND
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The substation was updating its perimeter security 

from chain-link fencing to a high-security concrete 

wall. The installation of new security cameras, gates 

and lighting necessitated new copper grounding 

wiring for electric power with a protective conduit. 

These objectives involving the underground grid 

required excavation work to be performed.

As it was a mature substation, the area had been 

through multiple modifications, meaning records 

changed hands and were altered over time. Any 

inaccurate or out-of-date information on the 

existence and location of existing subsurface 

utilities is a hazardous and potentially costly risk 

when excavation work is involved.

THE 
CHALLENGE

Any inaccurate or out-
of-date information 
on the existence and 
location of existing 
subsurface utilities 
is a hazardous and 
potentially costly risk 
when excavation work 
is involved.
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In this case, visual verification is the only 

way to ensure complete accuracy and garner 

distinct insight into the type, horizontal 

position and depth of buried utility lines, as 

well as any existing damage to them.

The use of a mechanical excavator would be 

too risky. With this type of approach, there’s 

potential for harmful or even deadly strikes 

on the utility lines, disruption of service to the 

community the site serves and timeline delays 

that could extend the length of the project. The 

substation excavation project was in need of a 

safer and more accurate method.
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Merut Construction’s team of hydrovac operators 

performed the technique of slot trenching to 

precisely dig narrow lines for the new grid. Hydro 

excavation is one of the safest, most precise options 

for this type of slot trenching work, as it leverages 

highly pressurized, heated streams of water to break 

up the soil, which is then suctioned out by a heavy-

duty vacuum and stored in nearby debris tanks or 

trucks. 

This practice is quickly becoming the preferred 

method of excavation for digging in high-risk areas 

that contain obstructions like underground utility 

lines, cables or other sensitive infrastructure. 

THE 
SOLUTION
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 In more traditional methods of digging, crews are 

challenged to excavate with slower, less accurate 

and more dangerous mechanical equipment, 

such as backhoes, augers and hand tools. These 

present greater opportunities for contact with pipes, 

cables and lines, threatening both the property and 

the people involved in the project. Hydrovac mitigates 

the potential for injury, property damage and service 

interruption, and minimizes environmental impact.

This highly safe and effective process of hydro 

excavation for slot trenching relies not only on the 

people doing the work or the approach itself, but 

also on the actual trucks and equipment. Merut 

Construction maintains a fleet of hydrovac trucks 

that meet various excavation needs and highlight the 

importance of doing each job both well and safely.

Hydrovac mitigates the 
potential for injury, 
property damage and 
service interruption, 
and minimizes 
environmental impact.
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 For this project, we employed the trucks engineered to be the safest and most 

productive for the work at hand, enabling the crew to manage its hydrovac tasks with 

a high level of performance and a low level of risk.

As an expert construction team in Northeast Pennsylvania, we also engage in a planning 

process that involves calling 8-1-1, the federally designated call-before-you-dig phone 

number. Pennsylvania has its own requirements and specifications for digging, so 

teams working in this state must contact the Pennsylvania One Call System prior to 

commencing excavation work. 

With the resources of PA One Call, a thorough review of the utility drawings available 

and an expert application of the safest method of digging, the project was completed 

successfully and without injury.

For more information about how hydrovac services are a perfect match for utility 

projects, check out this article.
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EFFICIENT WATER & 
SEDIMENT REMOVAL 
FOR A GENERAL CIVIL 
CONTRACTOR

CASE STUDY 2:
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A general contractor conducting work to 

install a new drain pipe in Dingmans Ferry, 

Pennsylvania, was impeded by excess water 

and sediment from a flooded roadside inlet. 

Merut Construction was called to the work site 

to pump out the overflow.

THE 
BACKGROUND
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THE CHALLENGE
High amounts of rainfall caused the nearby inlet to flood, and the contractor sought 

the most efficient way to have the water and sediment removed in order to complete 

the drain pipe installation. The crew was working in a congested roadside area, thereby 

necessitating the use of a vacuum truck with a minimal footprint.
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The hydrovac truck market comprises a variety 

of truck models, each one addressing different 

specifications—from overall size to air and 

water pressure, suction and capacity. Smaller 

hydrovac trucks are often utilized in areas that 

are congested, limited in space and access, or 

challenged by other hazards and obstructions. 

Particularly in a high-traffic area, being 

equipped with a smaller truck makes the 

effort safer and the area easier to maneuver.

In a high-traffic area, 
being equipped with 
a smaller hydrovac 
truck makes the effort 
safer and the area 
easier to maneuver.
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THE 
SOLUTION
To meet the growing need for a 

smaller yet powerful vehicle in 

the hydrovac industry, Merut 

had recently acquired a Rival T7 

Hydrovac, which features:

A size of just over 30 feet in length and 11 feet at 
its highest point, giving it excellent maneuverability

Extreme ease of operation with a single PTO switch 
that engages all back-end functions

A wireless remote system to run the remainder of 
the unit

The ability to offload via a hoist and full opening back 
door, or by pressuring up the tank and allowing the 
spoils to leave via one of two rear valves that can be 
directed to a tank or other vehicle

The addition of several safety features, including a 
grounding stud, ESD shutdown, retractable railing 
and D Rings atop the unit, as well as alarms to ensure 
the boom is in the proper position prior to travel

A tandem axle chassis with the ability to scale 
properly full of debris in most soil densities  

The Vanair Package for air excavating and air tooling
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The general contractor directed the sequence of direct water and sediment removal 

to our Rival T7 hydrovac operator. The truck collected seven cubic yards in the debris 

tank, which were then disposed of through a sediment filter bag. These bags are low-

cost solutions for any construction site or work area looking to control pollution from 

construction runoff or stormwater runoff. Often implemented in areas where sediment 

basins are impractical, dewatering bags work to filter sediment out of the water before it 

discharges from the site. The filtered spoils were placed at an approved location by the 

general contractor. 

Since the contractor would normally perform this type of work by hand, hiring Merut 

Construction for one day was an ideal solution for saving time and money. By employing 

the services of Merut’s team and accessing the most suitable option from our top-notch 

hydrovac fleet, the contractor was able to negate the need for an additional four days of 

work and the cost of labor from three employees over that course of time.

For more information about how Merut Construction partners with contractors on various 

projects, check out this article. To learn more about the use of smaller hydrovac trucks 

like the Rival T7, visit this page.  
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https://www.merutconstruction.com/why-when-how-we-use-smaller-hydrovac-trucks/
https://www.merutconstruction.com/how-we-partner-with-general-electrical-contractors-on-excavation-projects/


PRECISE POTHOLING FOR 
A CONTRACTOR’S PIPE 
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A heavy highway, utility and site development 

contractor sought to accurately locate 

existing underground water infrastructure for 

a pipe replacement project in the Scranton, 

Pennsylvania, area. Merut Construction was 

contracted to perform hydro excavation as the 

safest option to locate underground utilities.

THE 
BACKGROUND
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Because previous damage was incurred from conventional 

digging methods, this construction company wanted to 

employ the safest, most precise method for pinpointing 

the location of the underground water infrastructure as a 

precursor to completing the pipe replacement. 

With any type of infrastructure project, accuracy is key. 

Even with flags and locators in place, there’s always some 

risk of running into conflicting utilities or buried lines. As 

data has shown, these types of occurrences are more 

prevalent than ever, with the potential for damages to incur 

rather dangerous and expensive costs. Mistakes happen, 

and a team can never safely assume they know the exact 

location, depth or type of line that exists without visual 

verification.

THE 
CHALLENGE
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Merut Construction performed a technique called 

potholing. Potholing is a minimally invasive way to 

dig small, deep areas to expose pipes underground 

and ensure the infrastructure is located where 

it was mapped out to be. If pipes are not found 

in the expected area, greater effort is applied to 

excavate deeper and wider to find what is proposed 

underground. Once the pipes for this project are 

exposed, detailed documentation with visuals is 

provided to the contractor. Specific information is 

transferred to the site superintendent with precise 

depth and width measurements, a description of 

the type of infrastructure located, and pictures for 

added detail.

THE 
SOLUTION
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Potholing, as a best practice, often leverages a 

vacuum excavation approach and equipment 

to obtain the necessary verification of 

underground objects all along the project’s 

bore path. The process of vacuum excavation 

is most commonly implemented using one 

of two sources: water or air. Hydro and air 

vacuum excavation apply highly pressurized 

streams of water and air, respectively, to 

soften the ground soil and displace it from the 

potholing bores through high-suction vacuum 

equipment. The benefit of these excavation 

techniques is their ability to move hard or 

rocky ground without accidentally puncturing 

or harming the features below.

The benefit of hydro and 
air excavation techniques 
is their ability to move 
hard or rocky ground 
without accidentally 
puncturing or harming 
the features below.
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Potholing via vacuum excavation uncovers underground lines while leaving them fully 

intact. When workers have a clear view of all the subsurface features, they can mark 

them, replace the removed wet or dry soil as backfill (if necessary) and harness the 

gleaned visual insight to proceed with their project safely.

Although any vacuum truck can handle the job, Merut Construction’s hydrovac operators 

chose to utilize the Rival T7. It was ideal for this project because of the smaller size of the 

truck compared to other models, as well as its use of an air compressor for leveraging 

airvac excavation in addition to hydrovac. This truck is also “road legal” when the debris 

tank is full, meaning it would not be subjected to problems involved with an overweight 

load—a real consideration for projects utilizing larger truck models.

Through the application of safe, precise hydrovac methods and the operation of the ideal 

Rival T7, Merut Construction successfully completed its potholing efforts to support the 

construction contractor’s pipe replacement project.

For more information about how Merut Construction partners with contractors on various 

projects, check out this article. To learn more about the use of smaller hydrovac trucks 

like the Rival T7, visit this page.  19

https://www.merutconstruction.com/why-when-how-we-use-smaller-hydrovac-trucks/
https://www.merutconstruction.com/how-we-partner-with-general-electrical-contractors-on-excavation-projects/
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INTERESTED IN HYDROVAC OR AIRVAC 
EXCAVATION SERVICES OR LOOKING TO START 

YOUR NEXT CONSTRUCTION PROJECT?
Our professionals are ready to meet your project demands. Contact us today!

CONTACT US

https://www.merutconstruction.com/contact-us/

